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Read All Instructions Carefully Before Assembling

Mounting Procedure for SKF

Split-Housing Pillow Blocks

Assembly Instructions for SKF Spherical

Roller Bearings (Adapter Mounting)

Stabilizing rings that are included may or

may not be required at assembly. “Held”

bearings require stabilizing rings while “Free’

bearings must not use stabilizing rings.

CAUTION: Do not remove slushing compound from

bearing as it will mix with any petroleum grease or oil.

Step #1. Check Shaft Tolerance

Shaft Tolerance Limits for Adapter Mountings

(Values in inches)

Nominal Diameter Diameter
Tolerance

Over Incl. Limits

+0

* 5 - .002
+0

' . - .003
+0

: . - .004
+0

‘ e - .005
+0

: ch - .006

Step #2. (Fig. 1) Inner Triple Seal

Slide inboard triple seal on shaft. This seal will slide freely

into position.

Step #3. (Fig. 2) Adapter Sleeve — Clean Bore & O. Dia.

Position adapter sleeve on shaft, threads outboard as

indicated, to approximate location with respect to required

bearing centerline. Micronized or powdered (not flaked)

graphite or light oil applied to the sleeve outside diameter

surface, results in easier bearing mounting and removal.

Step #4. (Fig. 3) Unmounted Radial Internal Clearance

Measure the unmounted radial internal clearance in the

bearing by inserting progressively larger feeler blades the

full length of the rolier between the most vertical unloaded

roller and the outer ring sphere. Do not roll the feeler blade

through the clearance: slide it through. Record the

measurement of the largest size blade that will slide

through. This is the unmounted radial internal clearance.

Step #5. (Fig. 4) Bearing — Clean Bearing Bore

Mount bearing on adapter sleeve, starting with the large

bore of the inner ring to match the taper of the acapter.

With the bearing hand tight on the adapter, locate bearing

to the proper axial position on the shaft. (Do not apply

lockwasher at this time because drive up procedure may

damage lockwasher.)

Step #6. (Fig. 5) Locknut

Apply the locknut with the chamfered ‘ace toward the bearing.

Use a lubricant on the threads and face of the locknut
where it contacts the inner ring face of the bearing to make

easier mounting for larger sizes. LA=SER SIZE BEARINGS

640-810 May 1989
Supersedes April 1981

For Shaft Reduction in Radial
Di t Interna! Clearance

inches millimetres inches

over including min. max. min. max.

1V. 1% 0.025 0.031 0.0010 0.0012
1% 2M 0.031 0.038 0.0012 0.0015
2M 2% 0.038 0.051 0.0015 0.0020
2™& 3% 0.046 0.064 0.0018 0.0025
3% 4M 0.051 0.071 0.0020 0.0028
4M 5 0.064 0.089 0.0025 0.0035
5 5% 0.076 0.102 0.0030 0.0040
5% 6% 0.076 0.114 0.0030 0.0045
6% TVs 0.089 0.127 0.0035 0.0050
7M 8 0.102 0.140 0.0049 0.0055

8 9 0.114 0.152 0.0045 0.0060

9 10% 0.114 0.165 0.0045 0.0065

10% 1 0.127 0.194 0.0050 0.0075
41 12% 0.152 0.216 0.0060 0.0085

12% 14 0.165 0.229 0.0065 0.0090

WILL REQUIRE A HEAVY DUTY SPANNER WRENCH AND

SLEDGE HAMMER TO OBTAIN THE REQUIRED REDUCTION

IN RADIAL INTERNAL CLEARANCE. Do not etiemot to

tighten the locknut with hammer and arit. The locknut will

be damaged and chips can enter the bearing. In larger

bearing sizes it will be impossible to tighten the locknut far

enough with a drift. If lower half of housing is in position,

support the shaft such that the bearing outer ring is free to

rotate. This will prevent internal damage to the bearing

during tightening of the locknut. Remeasure internal radial

clearance at this time. Tighten locknut and measure radial

internal clearance with feeler blades between the most

vertical unloaded roller and the outer ring sphere or at the

6:00 position if the bearing is hanging free on the shaft,

until the radial interna! clearance is less than the measurement

in Step 3 by the amount shown in the following tabulation:

EXAMPLE: Determine the amount to reduce the radial internal

clearance for a 3746” diameter shaft mounting.

A. Unmounted racial interna! clearance from Step 3 was 0.102 mm

(0.004).

B. Reduction in radial internal clearance from above table is a

minimum of 0.046 mm (0.0018”) and a maximum of 0.064 mm

(0.0025”).

C. Final mounted radial internal clearance will range from:

Minimum Maximum

0.102 mm (0.004”) 0.102 mm (0.004”)

-0.064 mm (0.0025”) -0.046 mm (0.0018")

0.038 mm (0.0015”) 0.056 mm (0.0022”)

Step #7. (Fig. 6) Locknut and Lockwasher

Remove locknut and mount lockwasher on adapter sleeve

with inner prong of lockwasher toward the face of the

bearing and located in the slot of the adapter sleeve.

Reapply locknut until tight. (Do not drive bearing further up

the taper as this will reduce the radial internal clearance

previously secured. Check to make certain clearance has

not changed.) Find lockwasher tang that is nearest a

locknut slot. Bend one of the lockwasher tangs into a slot

in the nut. If slot is slightly past tang, dont loosen nut, but

tighten to meet a washer tang.

Step #8. (Fig. 12) Outer Triple Seal

Slide outer triple seal onto the shatt. Locate both inner and

outer triple seals to match labyrinths in the housing.



Step #9. (Fig. 13) Lower Half of Housing

Remove any paint and burrs from the mating surfaces at

the split and thoroughly clean the housing. The vertical

hole at the bottom of each enclosure groove must be free

of foreign matter. Set lower halves of housings on base and

oil the bearing seats. Place shaft with bearings into lower

halves of housings, carefully guiding triple seals into the

seal grooves and being certain that the bearing outer rings

sit squarely in the pillow block bearing seats. Bolt the held

housing securely in place. [The free bearing housing(s) will

be located and bolted after completing Step #10 and

centering the free bearing(s) in the free pillow block

bearing seat(s).]) :

Step #0. (Fig. 14) Stabilizing Ring (If required)

A stabilizing ring should be used only if the bearing is

to be held. Move shaft axially so that the stabilizing ring

can be inserted between the "held" bearing outer ring and

housing shoulder on the locknut side of bearing, where

practical. Center all other bearings on one shaft in their

housing seats.

NOTE: There must be only one ‘‘held’’ bearing per

shaft. Other bearing or bearings must be ‘‘free’’ to

permit shaft expansion, | th€ siliow Slock Is to have one

clesed end, an end plug is supplied which fits snugly into

the triple seal housing groove in diace of the triple seal. It

is inserted in the lower Fall of the Housing before the upper

half is bolted io the base. if greese 1s used es a lubricant it

should be applied before the upper naif is secured and in

accordance with the Lubrication Notes on back page.

Step #11. (Fig. 15) Upper Half of Housing (CAP)

The bearing seat in the upper half of the housing (cap)

should be checked for burrs. thoroughly cleaned, oiled and

placed over the bearing. Especially with oil lubrication, use

of a sealing compound must be applied sparingly: wipe a

thin film near the outer edges. Excessive amounts are

forced not only out but also in between the housing bore

and bearing O.D. and this can pinch an outer ring or make

a free bearing actually held. The two dowel pins will align

the upper half of the housing.

NOTE: Caps and bases of pillow blocks are not

interchangeable. Each cap and base must be

assembled with its mating part.

Lockwashers and cap bolts are then applied and properly

torqued to complete assembly.

If shimming is required, only shims which cover the full

mounting surface of the pillow block are recommended.

Step #12. (Fig. 16) Cutaway Illustration

Here a section of the housing hes been removed to show

the relative position of all the parts.
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Assembly Instructions for SKF Self-Aligning

Ball Bearings (Adapter Mounting)

NOTE: Do not remove slushing compound from

bearing as it will mix with any petroleum grease or oil

Step #1. Check Shaft Tolerance

(See Table on Page 1, Step #1)

Step #2. (Fig. 1) Inner Triple Seal

Slide inboard tripie seal on shatt. This seal will slide freely

into position.

Step #3. (Fig. 2) Adapter Sleeve — Clean Bore & O. Dia.

Position adapter sleeve on shaft, threads outboard as
indicated, to approximate location with respect to required
bearing centerline. Micronized or powdered (not flakea)

graphite or light oil applied to the sleeve outside diameter

surface, results in easier mounting and removal.

Step #4. (Fig. 4) Clean Bearing Bore

Mount bearing on adapter sleeve, starting with the large

bore of the inner ring to match the taper of the adapter.

With the bearing hand tight on the adapter, locate bearing

to the proper axial position on the shaft. (Do not apply

lockwasher at this time because drive up procedure may

damage lockwasher.)

Step #5. (Fig. 5) Locknut

Apply the locknut with chamfered face toward the bearing

after lubricating the face of the locknut next to the bearing.

Hand tighten the nut with a spanner wrench until the

adapter sleeve can neither be moved axially nor rotated on

the shaft. Then with a hammer drive the spanner wrench

until the locknut has been turned 90° or Y turn on the

adapter sleeve. CAUTION: A loose adapter sleeve can lead

to the inner ring turning on the adapter sleeve and/or the

adapter sleeve turning on the shaft. To insure that the nut is

not excessively tight, make certain the outer ring of the

bearing rotates freely. When mounting a normal fit bearing,

swiveling the outer ring will result in a slight drag. If the

bearing is a C3 fit, the outer ring will swivel freely.

Step #6. (Fig. 6) Locknut and Lockwasher

Remove locknut and mount iockwasher on adapter sleeve

with inner prong of lockwasher toward the face of the

bearing and located in the slot of the adapter sleeve.

Reapply locknut until tight. (Do not drive bearing further up

the taper as this will reduce the radial internal clearance

previously secured.) Find lockwasher tang that is nearest a

locknut slot. Bend one of the lockwasher tangs into a slot

in the nut. If slot is slightly pest tang, don't loosen nut, but

tighten to meet @ washer tang.

Step #7. (Fig. 12) Outer Triple Seal

Slide outer triple seal onto the shaft. Locate both inner and

outer triple seals to match labyrinths in the housing.

Step #8. (Fig. 13) Lower Half of Housing

Remove any paint and burrs from the mating surfaces at

the split and thoroughly clean the housings. The vertical

hole at the bottom of each enclosure groove must be free

of foreign matter. Set lower ha!ves of housings on base and

Gil the bearing seats. Place shaft with bearings into lower

halves of housings, carefully guiding triple seals into the

seal grooves and being cenain that the bearing outer rings

sit squarely in the pillow block bearing seats. Bolt the held

housing securely in place. [The free bearing housing(s) will

be located and bolted after completing Step #9 and

centering the free Dearing(s) in the free pillow block

bearing seat(s).]

Step #9. (Fig. 14) Stabilizing Ring (If required)

A stabilizing ring should be used only if the bearing is

to be held. Move shaft axially so that the stabilizing ring

can be inserted between the ‘‘held’’ bearing outer ring and

housing shoulder on the locknut side of bearing, where

practical. Center all other bearings on one shaft in their

housing seats.

NOTE: There must be only one ‘‘held’’ bearing per

shaft. Other bearing or bearings must be ‘‘free’’ to

permit shaft expansion. «* :~= viliow biock is io Nave one

closed end, an end plug Solied which fits snugly into

i%€ triple seal housing oF 7 place of the triple seal. it

'S iNSerted in the lower na!’ c* ne housing before the upper

Nall is bolted to the bese "ease IS used as 2 lubricant it

should be applied Devore : per half is secured and in
accordance with the Luor Votes 07 back page



SKF Split Pillow Block Assembly Procedure
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Fig. 1. Inner Triple Seal Fig. 2. Adapter Sleeve Fig. 3. Unmounted

Clearance

Fig. 4. Bearing Fig. 5. Locknut Fig. 6. Locknut &

Lockwasher
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Fig. 7. Inner Triple Seal Fig. 8. Press Small Fig. 9. Bearing w.
— Cylindrical Bore Bearing on Shaft Cylindrical Bore
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Fig. 10. Lockwasher

Fig. 15. Upper Half of Housing (CAP)

Fig. 11 Locknut on Shaft

Fig.

Fig. 14. Stabilizing Ring

(Only for Held Bearing)

16. Cutaway Illustration



Step #10. (Fig. 15) Upper Half of Housing (CAP)
The bearing seat in the upper half of the housing (cap)

should be checked for burrs, thoroughly cleaned, oiled and
placed over the bearing. Especially with oil lubrication, use

of a sealing compound such es Permatex No. 2 at the split

surfaces is helpful. Sealing compound must be applied

sparingly: wipe a thin film near the outer edges. Excessive

amounts are forced not only out but also in between the

housing bore and bearing O.D. and this can pinch an outer

ring or make a free bearing actually held. The two dowel

pins will align the upper half of the housing.

NOTE: Caps and bases of pillow blocks are not

interchangeable. Each cap and base must be

assembled with its mating part.

Lockwashers and cap bolts are then applied and properly

torqued to complete the assembly.

If shimming is required, only shims which cover the full

mounting surface of the pillow block are recommended.

Step #1. (Fig. 16) Cutaway Illustration

Here a section of the housing has been removed to show

the relative position of all the parts.

Assembly Instructions for SKF

Self-Aligning Ball or Roller Bearings

(Cylindrical Bore Mounting)

NOTE: Do not remove slushing compound from

bearing as it will mix with any petroleum grease or oil

Step #1. (Fig. 7) Inner Triple Seal - Cylindrical Bore

Slide inboard triple seal on shaft. This seal will slide freely

into position.

Step #2. (Fig. 8) Press Small Bearing on Shaft

To press small bearings on a shaft, fit a clean pipe over the

shaft and rest it on the inner ring. Before pressure is

applied to the bearing, apply a coat of light oil or

micronized graphite to the shaft and bearing bore. Be sure

bearing is square on the shaft and then apply pressure

using a hammer or an arbor press.

Step #3. (Fig. 9) Bearing with Cylindrical Bore

To mount larger bearings that are not as easily pressed on

shaft, heat the bearing to a maximum temperature of 121°C

(250°F). Be sure to place supports under the bearing to

isolate it from the bottom of the container to prevent

overheating the bearing. The bearing may be heated in

clean oil or in a 15% emulsion of soluble oil for 30 minutes

to one hour depending on bearing size. Alternately a

temperature controlled oven may be used to heat the

bearing but only long enough to enlarge the bearing bore

for mounting and in no case for more than 4 hours. A hot

plate may be used to heat the oil bath. In no case should

the bearing be heated with an open flame. Mount the

bearing on the shait firmly against the shaft shoulder.

Quickly follow through with Steps 4 and 5 to prevent the

bearing drawing away from its proper position against the

shaft shoulder.

Step #4. (Fig. 10) Lockwasher

Mount lockwasher over threads on shaft with inner prong of

lockwasher toward the face of the bearing and located in

the slot of the shaft.

Step #5. (Fig. 11) Locknut on Shaft

Apply the locknut with chamfered face toward the bearing.

Tighten with a spanner wrench and hammer until the

bearing is firmly seated against the shaft shoulder. Bend

one of the lockwasher tangs into a slot in the nut. It may

be necessary to further tighten the nut in order to engage

the lockwasher tang. A very slight movement of the nut will

align a slot with a tang.

Step #6. (Fig. 12) Outer Triple Seal

Slide outer triple seal onto the shaft. Locate both inner and

outer triple seals to match labyrinths in the housing.

Step #7. (Fig. 13) Lower Half of Housing

Remove any paint and burrs from the mating suriaces at

the split and thoroughly clean the housings. The vertical

hole at the bottom of each enclosure groove must be free

of foreign matter. Set lower halves of housings on base and

oil the bearing seats. Place shaft with bearings into lower

halves of housings, carefully guiding triple seals into the

seal grooves and being ceniain that the bearing ouier rings

sit squarely in the pillow block bearing seats. Bolt the held

housing securely in place. [The free bearing housing(s) will

be located and bolted ater completing Step #8 and

centering the free beaéring(s) in the iree pillow block

bearing seat(s).]

Step #8. (Fig. 14) Stabilizing Ring (If required)

A stabilizing ring should be used only if the bearing is

to be held. Move shat axially so that the stabilizing ring

can be inserted between the “'‘held’’ bearing outer ring and

housing shoulder on the locknut side of bearing, where

practical. Center all other bearings on one shaft in their

housing seats.

NOTE: There must be only one ‘‘held’’ bearing per

shaft. Other bearing or bearings must be ‘‘free’’ to

permit shaft expansion. 7 the piliow Diock Is 10 have one

closed end, an end piug is supplied which fits snugly into

the triple seal housing groove in piace of the triple seal. It

is inserted in the lower half of the nousing before the upper

half is bolted to the Sese. If oreese is used - @ jubricant it

should be applied before the upper half is secured and in
accordance with the Luo cation Nsies on Dack page.

Step #9. (Fig. 15) Upper Half of Housing (CAP)

The bearing seat in tne upper half of the housing (cap)

should be checked for burrs, thoroughly cleaned, oiled and

placed over the bearing. Especially with oil lubrication, use

of a sealing compound such as Permatex No. 2 at the split

surfaces is helpful. Sealing compound must be applied

sparingly: wipe a thin film near the outer edges. Excessive

amounts are forced not only out but also in between the

housing bore and bearing O.D. and this can pinch an outer

ring or make a free bearing actually held. The two dowel

pins will align the upper half of the housing.

NOTE: Caps and bases of pillow blocks are not inter-

changeable. Each cap and base must be assembled

with its mating part.

Lockwashers and cap bolts are then applied and properly

torqued to complete the assembly.

If shimming is required, only shims which cover the full

mounting surface of the pillow block are recommended.

Step #10. (Fig. 16) Cutaway Illustration

Here a section of the housing has been removed to show

the relative position of all the parts.



Lubrication Notes

GENERAL

The upper half of the housing usually has two tapped holes 30°

from the vertical line. One hole is in the center of the housing; the

other is to the side. Lubricate through the center hole for spherical

roller bearings with W33 feature (with grooves and 3 holes around

the outer ring) and lubricate through the side holes for seli-aligning

ball bearings and spherical roller bearings without W33 feature

(without groove and 3 holes around the outer ring.) THIS /S

IMPORTANT! THE LUBRICANT WILL NOT GET TO THE BEARING

IF IT IS APPLIED THROUGH THE CENTER HOLE WHEN A

BEARING WITHOUT THE GROOVED OUTER RING IS USED.

GREASE LUBRICATION: If grease is used as a lubricant it should

be smeared between the rolling elements and worked in. The lower

half of the housing should be packed 1/3 to 1/2 full.

Ball Bearings: Use NLGI(?) grade 2 or 3 channeling grease as

shown below.

Roller Bearings: Use NLGI(?) grade 0, 1, 2 or non-channeling

grease as shown below.

GREASE CLASSIFICATION

Class | Type of Base’! Oil Viscosity NLGI(2) Grade of

Centistokes (Approx.) Grease

(Saybott Second Approx.) Ball Roller

@38°C (100°F) @99°C (210°F) Bearings Bearings

Lithium, Clay or 63-108 6.7-8.8
A Synthetic (200-500) (48-55) 2 0

Lithium, Clay or 86-130 9.6-12.4

B Synthetic (400-600) (58-68) 2or3 1

Lithium, Clay or 173-216 14.2-16.0
Cc Synthetic (800-1000) (75-82) 2or3 1

Lithium, Cizy or 173-216 14.2-16.0
D Synthetic (800-1000) (75-82) 2

TYPE OF GREASE & RELUBE CYCLE RECOMMENDED

. Grease Class Requirement (From Above

ad Chart) For Difterent Speeds?
of Low! Medium High

Bry Ball | Roller | Ball | Roller | Ball | Roller | Suggested
°C(°F) Bearing | Bearing | Bearing | Bearing | Bearing | Bearing | Relube Cycle

-18° to 21°C

(0° to 70° F) A AorB A AorB 6 - 12 months

21° to 49°C

(70° to 120° F) A BorC’ A Bor 6 - 12 months

49° to 71°C

(70° to 120° F) | BorC’? | BorC’| BorC | CorD c 2-3 weeks

71° to 82° C

(160° to 180° F) Cc c c Cord Cc 1-4 weeks

1 Calcium Compiex Greases Not Recommended

2 National Lubricating Grease Institute Consistency Cooe

3 Definition of speed categories:

Low Up to % of catalog speed rating for static oil lubrication

Medium Ye to V2 catalog speed rating for siatic oil lubrication

High Ye tO full catalog speed rating for static oil lubrication

* Consult SKF Applications Engineering if temperature is below -18°C (0°F)

or above 82°C (180°F).

5 Extremely siow speed, will require special consideration if loads are high.

® Ciean-Dry application only.

For moderate conditions of din and/or moisture use cycle of 1 10 2
months.

For extreme conditions of din and/or moisture, use cycie of 1 week.

Vertical applications normally require shorer than normal relube cycles

7 Use class "C"’ where load is heavy, 15.000 hours rating life or less and/or

speeds are less than 100 rpm.

® Consult SKF Applications Engineering-Grease lube not normally

recommended under this combination of operating conditions.

§ Never mix greases with unlike bases.

Remove old grease at least once a year.

“Under all conditions, application should be checked using the Life

Adjustment Factor for Lubrication found in the SKF Engineering Data or A

Guide to Better Bearing Lubrication. ,

,

OIL LUBRICATION: If oil is used as a lubricant and the bearing

operating conditions are not known, it is a good rule to select an

oil that will have at least the following viscosities at the operating

temperature.

Ball Bearings: 13 Centistokes (70 Saybolt Sec.)

Spherical Roller Bearings: 20 Centistokes (100 Saybolt Sec.)

It should be kept in mind that the above recommendations are

general and if bearings are required to operaie over a wide range

of temperatures and under various combinations of speeds and

loads, a reputable lubricant manufacturer should be consulted.

Static Oil Lubrication: When oil lubrication is used, pillow blocks

can be furnished with fittings to contro! the proper oil level.

Additional oil should be added as required.

vine Oil Lubrication

. Use only highest quality mineral oil.

> Use oil with minimum viscosity of 20 cSt (100 SUS) at the
bearing operating temperature.”

3. The static oil level to be at the center of the lower most rolling

element. (DO NOT OVER FILL.)

4. Static oil operating temperature should not exceed 82°C

(180°F). If temperature exceeds 82°C (180°F) consult SKF

Applications Engineering.

5. Complete lubricant change should be made annually — more

frequent if contamination or heat is severe.

**Under all conditions, application should be checked using the Life

Adjustment Factor for Lubrication found in the SKF Engineering Date or A

Guide to Betier Bearing Lubrication.

Circulating Oil: If circulating oil is used as a lubricant and a W33

bearing is used, (with groove and 3 holes around outer ring) entry

can be made through the center hole in the cap. The exit of

lubricant should be made from both sides of the lower half of the

block, to prevent possible flooding, or too much lubricant

accumulating in the bearing housing.

If circulating oil is used es a lubricant and @ bearing other than

W33 type is used, (without groove and 3 holes around the outer

ring) entry and exit of the lubricant should be on opposite sides of

the bearing. The exit in the lower half of the block should be larger

than supplied with the standard pillow block, to prevent possible

flooding or too much lubricant accumulating in the housing.

CAUTION: Do not over iubricete bearings as too much lubricent

will result in higher than normal temperature.

For further assistance consult SKF Applications Engineering.

Reference to Centistokes in this publication is equivalent to the use

of mm?/s.

Altbough care has been taken to assure the accuracy of the data compiled in this publication, SKF does not assume any liability for errors or omissions.
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